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E. R. G. of Liverpool has now secured

his missing Spring, 1938, Recorder !
Several readers, who had presumably
suffered themselves from Book Bor-
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“under the circumstances’’, a phrase
which we consider a tribute both

to E. R. G.’s poignancy and to The

Recorder’s popularity. As we had
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print number from libraries, foreign
printers, etc., who were speciall
terested in the subject of the leading

article (Bible typography) we have
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CIRCUMSTANCES PERMITTING, A SPECIAL NUMBER OF “THE MONO-

TYPE RECORDER” WILL BE ISSUED TO COMMEMORATE THE DEMI-

MILLENIUM (1940) OF THE INVENTION OF MOVABLE TYPE: MEAN-

WHILE OUR READERS WILL FIND GENERAL AND TECHNICAL NEWS

AND REVIEWS IN EACH ISSUE OF “THE MONOTYPE NEWS LETTER”,

WHICH WILL HENCEFORTH BE SENT TO OUR ENTIRE MAILING LIST.

Sept. 4th, 1939
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To understand a man’s character and career,

it is well to know something of his ante-

cedents and the environment into which he

was born. Unlike most printers of the period,
Frangois-Jean Baudouin was nol the son of a

printer. His father, Pierre-Antoine, was a

popular painter, famous for his water-

colours, gouaches and miniatures. Born

about 1719 or 1720, he gained admittance
to the Royal Académie de Peinture on

August 20th, 1763, with a lovely gouache
erititled Phryné accusée d’impiété, which is

still preserved at the Louvre.

Among his serious works were eight miniatures

of the Life of the Virgin and a frontispiece to the

Evangiles which he did for the King’s chapel. He

is best known, however, by his dainty pictures
of considerable daring, engravings of which

decorated all the boudoirs of the period, viz. Le

Coucher de la Mariée, L’ Epouseindiscréte,
L’Enlévement nocturne, etc., etc. Diderot, who

was a close personal friend of the painter, wrote

some witty descriptions of his pictures exhibited

in the Salons of 1775-6.

Pierre-Antoine was the happy husband of

Marie-Elizabeth, second daughter of the cele-

brated Francois Boucher, chief painter to Louis

XY. Diderot’s description of him is as follows:
“A good fellow, handsome, easy-going, witty and

somewhat inclined to lead a dissolute life; but

what do I care, my wife is over forty-five!’’
Deshayes, another painter, who married Frangois
Boucher’s eldest daughter, had pretty much the

FRANCOIS-JEAN BAUDOUIN
1759-1838

Chief Printer of the French Revolution

OWNER OF THE FIRST IMPRIMERIE NATIONALE

By O. F. ABBOTT

same habits and they both died young, worn out

by their excesses.

Notwithstanding his recognized talent, Pierre-

Antoine was unable to save any money and spent
his life in comparative poverty. A sister of his

who married Michel Lambert, the printer, died

without offspring. When Lambert’s second wife

brought him no children, he offered to adopt the

infant son of his first brother-in-law, to whom he

was very much attached. His wife consenting,
the child was taken into their home quite young
and educated regardless of expense to become a

printer and his uncle’s heir. In due course

Lambert exerted himself to obtain a special per-
mit from the King so that the boy could be a

printer although not a printer’s son.

Michel Lambert was not one of the men who

introduced improvements in the art, but seems

to have built up a flourishing business which was

patronized by most of the great men of his day.
He printed the works of Rousseau, Diderot and

Voltaire, as well as the Journal des Scavans,
Journal Encyclopédique, Journal Etrangerand

other advanced publications that kept him in

constant hot water with the authorities. He must

have enjoyed high protection in some quarters,
for it is amazing that he was able to carry on his

business with such a record of law-suits, per-

quisitions, arrests and seizures. Now it was

Bayle’s Dictionary, then Voltaire’s Pucelle, or

something of Rousseau’s.

As he was ‘‘Syndic de la Librairie” there is a

touch of humour in the solemn official reports of

searches for forbidden books made by himself
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on his own premises with the help of two

“adjoints”’.1 He was in serious trouble in March

1763, only to be reinstated on June 27th and

arrested again in January 1764 because of print-
ing prohibited books of the philosophers.

Born in 1759, “‘le petit Baudouin’’ was too

young to have been aware of most of these ex-

citing events, but it cannot be assumed that Uncle

Lambert changed his ways or his patrons as the

lad grew up in his workshops. At the age of

eighteen, Frangois-Jean obtained his licence as a

bookseller and five years later (1782) was

admitted to the Corporation of Printers and be-

came a recognized partner of his uncle. From

1784, at any rate, both names appear on their

output.
Everything seems to have run smoothly until

the young man’s marriage, whereupon serious

friction arose between the young bride and the

elderly foster-parents. Thewedding notice, still pre-
served? shows the lady’s name as Mlle. Carouge
de Nantelle, daughter of the captain of a merchant

vessel. The Lambert couple themselves selected

the bride and fitted up a cosy little flat on the first

floor of the old house in the rue de la Harpe for

the young people. A sum of money was settled on

them as well as a quantity of books to form the

basis of a stock-in-trade.

Unfortunately, attorney Vuitry who drew up
the marriage contract was an uncle of the bride,
and with the connivance of her father found

means of extracting from Lambert more than he

intended to give. Probably recalling the spend-
thrift ways of the boy’s father, Lambert wished

to keep a tight hold on the common purse. His

side of the dispute is recorded in a long printed
memorandum® in which he blames the young
bride for all the trouble. Baudouin’s side of the

story is not known. Stouppe acted as arbiter for

Baudouin and Didot-le-Jeune for Lambert. Three

years later Lambert died and Baudouin was left

in sole possession of the business. Among his

clients were the Archbishop of Tours, the monks

1 MF 22,132 B.N. Analyse raisonée de Bayle,
March 29th, 1755.

2 MF 22,106 B.N. Item 26.
3 MF 22,136 B.N. Item 104.

of the Citeaux order and the Suffragan bishops.
One must assume that the young couple moved

to another address at the time of the dispute with

the foster-parents, for the move back to the rue

de la Harpe after Lambert’s death is recorded.

Later, when the business had expanded con-

siderably, one finds at least four different

addresses recorded on his printed works.

There is no doubt that Baudouin received an

excellent education otherwise he would hardly
have been appointed printer to the Institut de

France, for whose work a remarkable knowledge
of dead and living languages was necessary. He

also seems to have been a man of good sense,

clear judgementand humane feeling. His amazing
energy and organizing capacity enabled him to

play an important part in the general upheaval of

the Revolution.

When the great Assembly was convened to

meet at Versailles in May 1789, he was elected

as a substitute-deputy of the Third-Estate for

Paris, although never obliged to take his seat at

the meetings. He was then thirty and supported
all the new ideas of the period with a young man’s

enthusiasm, although too well-balanced to sympa-
thize with the excesses of the revolutionaries.

Anisson-Dupéron and P.-D. Pierres had both

set up printing-houses in Versailles for the use of

the Court and the Nobles, but when the three

orders were merged into the National Assembly
the latter refused to print its reports, out of

gratitude to the King it is said, because of the

manifest hostility to the Crown. Baudouin was

requested to undertake the work and the National

Assembly made a contract with him on June

24th, 1789, twenty-four hours after the Con-

stitutive Assembly was formed and four days
after the famous oath in the Jeu de Paume

building.
This document entitled him to call his estab-

lishment the IMPRIMERIE NATIONALE, a

name which gave great offence to the Court

and especially to the Court printers. Hue de

Miromesnil, Garde des Sceaux, summoned him

to desist, but at great personal risk Baudouin

refused to comply. Luckily for him, that official

thought well to emigrate about that time so the
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matter was allowed to drop, and Baudouin re-

tained the title and functions until 1805 when

Bonaparte organized the Imprimerie Impériale
and put one of his favourites in charge.

From the start, Baudouin was able to place a

hundred roller presses at the disposal of the

Assembly for work connected with its delibera-

tions and decrees, and although quality was to

some extent sacrificed to speed, he performed
prodigies of organization. The overcrowded con-

dition of Versailles at the time made it difficult

to obtain suitable premises and his complaints to

the authorities on this subject have been pre-

served.! When the Assembly moved to Paris

later in the year, he had the same trouble in

finding accommodation, although he was eventu-

ally installed within the enclosure of the Tuileries.

For a time he exercised great influence, but the

rapidly shifting scene required diplomacy to

keep on good terms with the various parties that

rose to power.
Some members of the Assembly wished to

publish a complete list of all persons drawing

pensions from the Crown and the matter was

discussed at length but the cost seemed too high.

1 Arch. Nat. O-1 354 Items 198, 199, 298.

Louis XVI and

his family taking

refuge in the Loge
des Logographes
at the National

Assembly, 1789.

From a drawing
by Gérard in the

wore.

Abbé Gregoire estimated the lowest figure would

be 40,000 livres for printing and distributing
12,000 copies.t With a magnificent gesture,
Baudouin offered to do it free and recuperate
what he could by selling copies. He lost heavily
on the scheme as public attention was soon

diverted to other matters and the sale of pension-
lists dropped quickly.

On August Ist, 1791, he presented the

Assembly with the first bound volume of the

reports of the meetings, printed on vellum, and

shortly afterwards made a full report on his work

and the cost thereof. He had disbursed 1,174,000

frs. and received only 1,069,000 in payment.

Thereupon the Assembly voted the necessary

sums to pay him in full with a little extra for

profit.
In addition to his official work and his news-

papers, which will be referred to later, Baudouin

undertook a great deal of printing for private
individuals. Many famous pamphlets of the

period bear the mark of his firm. Occasionally
too, he had trouble with counterfeiters and wrote

to the Assembly repudiating all responsibilityfor

a pamphlet printed in Paris under the name of

1 Le Moniteur, Sept. 28th, 1789.
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Imprimerie Nationale which contained a pre-
tended interrogation of the King.1

Many stories are on record of his personal
bravery in trying to save victims of terrorism.

Towards the end of June 1789, he rescued the

Archbishopof Paris from a hostile crowd that was

stoning him in the Place Dauphine at Versailles.
Public opinion had been aroused by the rumour

that this prelate had tried to persuade the King to

dissolve the National Assembly. A month later,
Baudouin made an unsuccessful attempt to save

Intendant Foulon from a furious mob, but al-

though assisted by Lafayette and others, the
victim was torn from the arms of his protectors.

On the night of August 10th, a staff officer and
seven Swiss guards sought refuge in Baudouin’s

printing house, where he disguised them as

printers and enabled them to escape massacre.

About seventy of their companions were rounded

up and imprisoned in the cellars of the Feuillants

monastery, where, with the help of his wife,
Baudouin managed to bring them food and drink.

It has been stated by some biographers
(Michaud) that when the Revolutionary Com-
mittees were established in 1795, Baudouin was

appointed on the Tuileries section. Others how-
ever (Rabbe) correct this statement and maintain

that Baudouin was not the sort of man to accept
a salaried position under the Revolution. He was,

however, selected with three others to act in an

advisory capacity, without pay, and could not well

refuse. His office expenses, which were high,
were borne by himself and his influence had a

good effect on the ignorant and unlettered men

who served on that Committee. Already in 1792

Grouvelle, Chairman of the Tuileries section,
with Baudouin and Froiduré, addressed a joint
letter to the Assemblydenouncingthe pillage and

murder in certain sections of the city.2 Baudouin
was able to prevent a great many arbitrary actions

and persuaded the majority to punish three

members guilly of serious misconduct. Among
the persons preserved from the guillotine by his

efforts was Miromesnil, ex-Garde-des-Sceaux.

|

Ricut: A good specimen
1 Le Moniteur, June 28th, 1791. of an Assignat, 1792.

5 From the Musée Mé-
2 Le Moniteur, Nov. 1st, 1792. janes, Aix-en-Provence.

6

The year 1789 saw the birth of the periodic
press and a man of Baudouin’s capacity was fully
able to realize its possibilities. Brissot de War-

ville, who had spent some time in London in con-

nection with the Courrier de l’Europe, was the
first in the field with his Patriote Francais, the

earliest French political paper. On May 5th,
Mirabeau launched his Etats-Généraux,of which

12,000 copies were sold from the start. Then on

June Ist, Le Hodey’s Journal des Etats appeared,
changing its name first to Assemblée Nationale

permanente and then to Le Logographe on Jan.
Ist, 1792. Baudouin started by printing this paper
and then became its owner. It was a large in-folio

sheet, more like English newspapers, and made

quite a sensation at the time although it was never

a paying proposition. Under sealed cover a copy
was sent each day to the King, and it is said he

rarely went to bed until he had received it. Had
this been known at the time, it might have cost

Baudouin his head.

Le Logographe is interesting because it marks

the start of verbatim reports of French parlia-
mentary proceedings, and for the first time a

reserved space was set aside for reporters. The

latter did not use shorthand but were fairly
numerous and each one took down a few sentences

in turn. This laborious system did not survive the

suppression of the newspaper within a couple of

years, and was immediately superseded by
stenography proper.

TAN PH Be
|”
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Baudouin likewise printed and soon became

proprietor of the Journal des Débats, launched by
an Auvergnat lawyer named Gaulthier de Biau-

zat, deputy for Clermont-Ferrand, who conceived

the idea of corresponding with his electors by
means of printed reports. Messrs. Grenier and

Huguet, deputies from the same region were

associated in the scheme. Ina letter dated April
29th, 1789, Biauzat explained matters to his

Town Council at Clermont:

“With your approval I will change the form of our

correspondence. This change will not lessen the detail
that you have a right to expect about everything that

happens in the National Assembly. But such detail will

be transmitted by printed reports, of which you have

no doubt already received one or two sheets. [ conceived

this idea two months ago and explained it to Mr.

Baudouin, printer to the National Assembly, giving him

a prospectus of the plan. This proposal has been taken

up again and put into execution last week by Mr.

Baudouin with Messrs. Huguet and Grenier without

advising me. However the matter is now arranged and
I shall no doubt co-operate in the editing of these sheets

and in the execution of the plan that I imagined.”
The first complete number appeared on August

30th, 1789. Baudouin undertook to print the

paper on condition that he was allowed to retain

the profits on its sale in Paris, Versailles and all

provinces of France except Auvergne. All that

Gaulthier and his friends stipulated by way of

remuneration was that the paper be distributed

free to any town or village in Auvergnethat wished

to have it.

By October 1st, 1791, the paper had not a single
one of its original editors and it was no longer sent

free to Auvergne. Baudouin had become its sole

owner and had changed its type and form. The

Girondists forced him to engage Louvet as editor

at a salary of 10,000 frs. a year. At the start of

1800 he ceded it to the Bertin Brothers, whose

newspaperV’Eclair had just been suppressed. In

their hands it achieved fame.

Among the Decrees of August 16th, 1792, was

one that ordered an advance of 15,000 frs. to

Baudouin to facilitate the printing of instructions

to the National Guard; this affair led to a public
scandal. Warned by friends, Baudouin printed a

thousand posters which were placarded all over

the town and distributed to deputies in which he

indignantly denied having received the money.
Called before the bar of the Assembly to explain
matters, he did not scruple to use the epithet
“Scoundrels” in respect to the persons controlling
the civil list. A full inquiry revealed that a fake

receipt had been signed in his name. Minister

Bertrand de Molleville and a Mr. Gillet were the

culprits. The money had been used to print
UImpartial, a paper devoted to Court interests.

Baudouin’s innocence was fully established.

It is claimed that the friends of Momoro, printer
and type-cutter, who wanted to obtain the title of

Printer to the LegislativeCorps for their favourite,
were accomplices in this affair. Momoro was one

of the most ardent of the Revolutionaries and is

reputed to be the author of the formula: Liberté,
Kgalité, Fraternité.

Baudouin had had enemies and jealous rivals
almost from the start, but likewise had many
excellent and devoted friends. On one occasion

Mirabeau made a speech in his favour, referring
to him as the man who had made “‘tant d’im-

pressions dans le monde’. It was sometimes

necessary to print pamphlets and manifestos con-

tradicting slanderous reports. The following,
dated September 5th, 1792, is a typical one:

“T the undersigned, printer to the National Con-

vention, declare to the representatives of the Nation

composing the Committee of Surveillance, that I have

just learned of an atrocious libel that is being spread
against me. It is stated that I am included in a statement

found among the papers of Tourteau-Septeuil for a sum

of 200,000 francs destined for the Logographe. I affirm

on my honour that this is false; that I have never

received either directly or indirectly any sum from the

Civil List; that I do not even know the address of the

agents of this abominable list. I demand insistently that

the Committee of Surveillance make a strict examination

of my conduct and throw light on this matter, probably
imagined to cause withdrawal of the confidence with

which I have been honoured since 1789 by the Com-

stitutive and Legislative Assemblies and which I will

endeavour to merit from the National Convention. It is

necessary to dispel even the suspicion against an

innocent man and deliver the infamous guilty person to

the rigour of the law.”

(Signed) BAUDOUIN.

After he joined the Jacobin Club his life was in

constant danger, and on March 9th, 1793, he was

the subject of a long debate in the Assembly.
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When some members complained that his work
was in arrears, he protested boldly that his

printers had been called to their sections for

military service and he wished to know whether
their proper place was not at the Imprimerie
Nationale. Other deputies argued that if he would

stop printing so much private matter infected
with aristocracy, he would have enough printers
for his official duties. This was countered by an

exclamation: ‘‘You are attacking the liberty of
the press!” Deputy Thuriot then accused him of

stirring up trouble in the provinces with his news-

papers, and Tallien demanded that a commission
be set up to investigate his case. When the report
of the Commission was presented to the As-

sembly? it proved that Baudouin’s conduct had
been irreproachable and a motion was passed to

the effect that he had never forfeited the con-

fidence of the Convention.
A year later however his enemies caught him

unawares and for some weeks he was in great
danger. On returning from Rouen where he had

successfully carried out a mission, he was

arrested by order of the Terrorists, with several
other Jacobins,? as being involved in a conspiracy
of which he had never even heard. He was first
sent to Vincennes—the only prisoner to be sent

there during the Terror—but as it was then re-

served for women criminals he was soon trans-

ferred to Luxembourggaol and then to La Force.
It was intended to send him to the fortress at Ham,
but before his departure the truth was revealed.
He owed his liberty to the efforts of his friends,
principally deputy Le Cointre of Versailles.

After this episode he had to be more circum-

spect than ever and his presses were at the dis-

posal of the heroes of the day. His activity was

prodigious and his printing works turned out a

tremendous number of political pamphlets.
Among his clients were: Lafayette, Talleyrand,
Benjamin Constant, Boissy d’Anglas,Dupin ainé,
Casimir Périer, Foy, Lajuinais, Salvandy,Volney,
Royer-Collard, de Broglie, Cormenin and others.

Things might have turned out differentlyfor

Bonaparte on November 9th, 1799, had Baudouin

1 Le Moniteur, August 23rd, 1793.
2 Le Moniteur, October 17th, 1794.

not possessed both wit and sangfroid. He was

known to be in the secret but kept his own counsel.
When cross-examined by the Council of Five

Hundred, his replies gave nothing away and did
not compromise the truth.

His little son Alexander, aged ten, was the hero
of an incident on that fateful night of the 8th.
Baudouin had been asked by Lucien Bonaparte to

call at the Tuileries at a late hour to fetch an

important document to be printed at once. How-

ever, the palace was surrounded by soldiers and
he was unable to approach. There was a small
side door leading to his printing works, by which
members of the Council were in the habit of

slipping in to correct their proofs. This door was

likewise guarded. While the printer was arguing
with the guard, his son slipped in between the

legs of a grenadier and found his way to the
Council Chamber. General Bonaparte sat there
alone before a small black table. When the child

explained what he wanted, Bonaparte handed him
a sheet of paper on which he had just written his

proclamation, and drawing out his watch said:
“Within a couple of hours I want this printed and
distributed.”

Although Baudouin furthered the interests of

Napoleon to the best of his ability, he does not

seem to have met with the appreciation he de-
served. When the Imprimerie Impériale was

organized in 1805, an Orientalist named Marcel,
who had accompanied Bonaparte to Egypt, was

made Director of the establishment and Baudouin
lost his privileges as Government printer.

That same year he went to St. Petersburg to

found an Imperial printing-house for the Czar,
and was at once given the title of Director. Talley-
rand may have suggested it. But because of

changes in the Russian government and also
because war broke out with France, he had to

leave without completing his plans. Moreover, he
received no compensation for his travelling
expenses and loss of time. On his return to Paris,
he published a complete scheme for the manage-
ment of a State Printing and Publishing house.

His savings, like those of most of his con-

temporaries, had disappeared in the depreciation
of assignats. The loss of his printing privilege and
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the disastrous trip to Russia with his family com-

pleted his financial discomfiture. He obtained a

civil service appointment comected with the

Excise Office, and in 1813 went to Groningen as

Comptroller of Customs. The revolution in

Holland put an end to this position after four

months.

On his return to France again, Baudouin was

employed as Director of printing and publishing
at the Ministry of Police, but lost this position in

1821 with the fall of Minister Decazes. In spite of

his great age, he continued to work and joined the

staff of Le Moniteur as assistant-editor for

parliamentary affairs.

His three sons were now grown up and all

doing well. Jean-Marie Théodore, the eldest, was

the author of several plays, while Alexander and

Hippolyte were at the head of the biggest pub-
lishing business in Paris previous to 1830.

Madame Baudouin, their mother, wrote fireside

stories for her grandchildren which were pub-
lished under her maiden name of Carouge.

Baudouin seems to have been a born organizer
and took very much to heart the state of disorder

into which the Royal Imprimerie had fallen

during the Revolution, Consulate and Empire. In

a long memorandum published in June 1814, he

sets forth good reasons for reverting to the system
followed in 1789 and pointed out all the errors

and mismanagement of the succeeding régimes.
When the old Imprimerie Royale became public
property and Duperron’s equipment was con-

fiscated and carted off to the Hétel de Toulouse,
the management had been confided to Duperron’s
head clerk, Duboy-Laverne,who knew little about

printing. The new manager soon got a swelled

head from his exalted position and tried to obtain

control of other printing houses. But very soon his

establishment was overwhelmed with debt and

the Expenditures Committee tried to put a stop
to it. The Committee of Public Safety intervened

and the abuses continued in spite of continual

protests.Under the Directory, he says:
“There was no change in themanagementof the

Imprimerie de la République, however in 1797

denunciations were urgently renewed and when pre-

paring their Budget for 1799 the Finance Commission

tried to bring about a general reform. The majority of

men on the Commission were friends and supporters
of the Director, so nothing was accomplished. It would

have been better for himself and other printers if they
had never been associated with such governors

““Mycolleague F. Didot recommended both for his

talents and probity, always shared my opinions about

this and refused to take the place of the first director.

“Until 1808 the Directory Decrees were the only
basis for the existence of the Imprimerie de la Ré-

publique. Moreover, the special type designed for the

Government was used for all kinds of private work and

the profits therefrom were not available for the State.

Money was retained from workmen who came late and

was never accounted for. Accounts were cooked and the

establishment showed an excessive number of em-

ployees who were only there to swell the salary lists . . .

(Here follows a long description of abuses, even to the
enormous sums listed under the heading of Rat Poison.)

“The present Director of the Imprimerie Royale,
whose only right to the post reposes on his journey to

Egypt, is a perfectly useless intermediary between the

Intendant-General and the chief typographer.””

Just an old man’s spleen perhaps, but it would

hardly have been human if he had not resented

being set aside so unceremoniously. His last years
were spent happily in his suburban home at

Anthony, with the knowledgethat his sons were

successful and prosperous.
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MASTER PRINTERS OF TO-MORROW
AND WHAT THEY SAW AT THE MONOTYPE WORKS

The Summer School for Young Master Printers,
fostered by the British Federation of Master

Printers, was held this year at Reading. As

usual, its ten-day curriculum gave ample
opportunity for the review of recent develop-
ments in the printing and allied trades—and

for that eager and open-minded discussion

which characterizes any “Y.M.P.” gathering.
One whole day (August 3rd) of the crowded

fortnight was set aside for a visit to the Mono-

type Works at Salfords, Redhill, and the

Monotype Corporation made ready to receive

these particular visitors with the ceremony due

to representative Master Printers of To-

morrow. But more than ceremony, more in-

deed than personal hospitality and the usual

“unique free show” of machine and matrix

making, was called for on this occasion. These,
one knew, would be visitors with a special and

intensely practical hunger for knowledge—
“undergraduates” of a School in which there is

no time merely to gape at technical “marvels”.

These Y.M.P.s had realistic reasons for veri-

fying, with their own eyes, the processes which

guarantee a modern composing machine, and

its supplies, against failure at a crisis. But their

hosts knew that that same realism would lead

the visitors beyond the constructional details

into discussion of “what it was all for”—that

is, what made it worth while to strive for such

precision: what the machine itself (and its

famous matrix repertory) meant to people like

themselves.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

So the finished “machine itself” was allowed

to show off its paces in such a way as to justify
every scrupulous and microscopic event in its

manufacture—and above all to justify the con-

stant experimentation and research which must

always accompany that manufacture. Recent

years have seen a number of spectacular new

extensions of the capability of a standard

“Monotype” keyboard and caster, and because

they affect hourly output figures and “market-

ing chances”, the employing printer is as

interested in these new developments as any
of his technical experts. The Young Master

Printers were not handicapped (as some of

their elders are!) by the illusion that they
already knew what a “Monotype” machine

could do in any given case. They stood on

Wisdom’s very corner-stone—Curiosity: and

from that vantage point saw many things which

experts would have thought incredible only ten

years ago. A machine that had, in a sense, been

“born and brought up” in the twentieth

century—a machine which had restored and
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exalted Gutenberg’s invention of Movable

Type just when nineteenth-century wiseacres

were preparing to bury it for ever under their

new metal slugs—had every right to welcome

representatives of “its own generation” with

something like their own cameraderie and

genuineness.
PROBLEMS OF TO-DAY—AND TO-MORROW

At all events, the visitors turned with evident

interest, after their inspection of the intricacies

of manufacture, to the more familiar sight of a

row of finished and tested “Monotype” ma-

chines at work on problems that will confront

every up-to-date master printer for years to

come. We feel that many readers of this journal
would have enjoyed the chance of passing down

that line of machines, and chatting with the

experts in attendance; hence we appenda list

of representative jobs cast up on that occasion

—with illustrations where they seem to be

teqginse.A Super Caster was shown producing 60-point display

type, ae for lightness, but so buttressed as to withstand

heavy pressure.

The first of a row of “Monotype” composing machines

was a caster fitted with the Display Type Casting Attach-

ment, which also opens up the field of LARGE-SIZE AUTOMATIC

COMPOSITION to its owner. Example No. | (to right), which

we have had to print sideways on the page to accommodate

the 60-em measure, illustrates this facility.
Another composition caster had

oat
fitted with the new

rtm pains
and Centring, and Unit Adding,

Attachme!

Unit adding’is, in effect, the same thing as letter-spacing,
but it is not done by putting separate spaces between letters;

instead, each letter of the word is cast thicker than it would

normally be, i.e. with 1, 2 or 3 units added to its set-width.

The decision as to which of the three possible widths is to

be added is made in advance. This is a form of “positive”
spacing. The word “positive” in this case refers to a known

quantityrather than that variable quantity which is added

y justification. Pahen theoperatorcomes
to theword to

be “‘letter. which

remains in operation until he has completed the word or

passage concerned; it is not necessary for him to do what he

otherwise would do (in such cases as hair-spaced running
headlines in capitals, ‘German italics” which are of course

only fraktur letter-spaced for emphasis, etc.), by a some-

what complicated method involving multiple justification.
The Unit Adding Attachment is a small device which is so

fitted on to the keyboard as to affect the distance which the

unit rack travels for every depression of a key while it is in

operation, The corresponding mechanism on the caster is a

special wedge which comes into operation only when the

appropriate perforations call for “letter-spacing”.

i

As we have mentioned, this machine was

also fitted with the now famous AUTOMATIC

QuaDDING AND CENTRING

an
Ea whose

new capabilities are

al g “discovered”

after more th: of usecase.
both in our DemonstrationRoom an. in the

hundreds of up-to-date offices whichhavefitted

the attachment. Amongst the poesibilitiaswhich

are quite new to mechanical composition are:

ability to centre automatically two or more

columns across one measure; ability to set

running headlines and folios ranging alternately
to the left and to the right; ability to substitute

leaders or em rules for quads in tabular work;

fount-casting—producing any required bill of

type in any strength or proportion, with a mini-

mum of effort; and many other jobs too

numerous and too specific to be properly
itemized here.

simi ich cutting machines at the Monotype

coe edcastedune Works: the problem
§

5 pinefethat of

theteeaor iheoo ‘Master Prin- successfully ered:
tersSummerSchool to theMonotype _ steel punch ofaniacimracenas the

noe. It js set in the microscopic italic / of 4 1-4 point into a slab of

surprisingly legible 4 1-4 ‘Point«* oombree
with a pressure of 100

nes‘New Roman. Series 327,de ton: re inch,and eetting the

signed for the Oxford Universityag our‘anortoken! But patience
Press, and recently made available and exquisite accuracy of eicctrieal
fo-all other users of “Monotype” tempering, etc. accomplish _this

machines.ae. visitors watched os modernmarvel ‘andenable theprinter
miniature type emerging from tl to employ actual printing type in

caster, at the ‘ateof three types ng
Seconand ana

themselves in an.

enly spaced column such as this,

ent7 1-4 picas in measure. To cut a

e such as thispresents fio specialaifficultymarvellous punch-

certainformal regulations, foot-notes,
etc. wherephotographie. Teduction

wouldbe inadvisable.TheWalicof
Sheclatbrake

ae TWO: 3OuEAND A QUARTER POINT

A NOVELTY

Another keyboard was fitted with the radi-

1 PACINGATTACHMENT,
16% of casting time. This is done by saving a

revolution whenever a word-space occurs, as no

independent space is cast at that point; instead,
the first letter of the following word is cast as

much wider in set as will drive out the line to

a standard length. In the 10-point matter which

was being produced, a 4-unit minimum thickness

was being added in this way, and supplemented.
of course by an equal fraction of the redundant

space left at the end of the line. But the same

device which engages the unit-wheel on the

keyboard is also capable of functioning without

EXAMPLE
NUMBER 3 A CATALOGUE LAY INCLUDING:

6 pt. GILL SANS ROMAN capsand loveecase

6 pt. GILL SANS TALCcapscnateen
6 pt. GILL BOLD CAPS and lower~ cae with

igures-POINT LINING signs, and

ig PRICE FIGURES trationsfor both

and their signs al &bold 6 pt.
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any arbitrary minimum space; i.e. the distance by which the

words are separated can be decided entirely. by the amount

of redundant space left at the end of the line. The only
fitting required for the caster is the substitution of a special
space transfer wedge.

There is no point in our reproducing the matter set with

the help of this attachment, as it would look like any piece
of solid composition; even a photograph of the actual type
would not reveal its secret at a glance, but would look like

matter set with shoulder-high spaces.

The same is true of the product of another keyboard and

caster that were at work on this occasion; matter AUTO-

MATICALLY LEADED on the galley is indistinguishable from

matter leaded by hand—except on the time sheet, where

one finds not only the saving of manual work, but the dis-

appearance of the cost of picking out leads for subsequent
use. The whole of the page goes to the bin, for it is cheaper
nowadays to use “new leads for every job”. The interest is

in watching the device at work: first seeing the operator

“signalling” on the perforated ribbon that some selected

paragraph is to be leaded an extra point, two points, or

whatever it is,1 and then watching the infallible accuracy
with which the appropriate lead falls into place as a newly-
cast line moves forward on to the galley. Naturally the device
is equally efficient for leading “through text” without any

eel oe by the keyboardoperator.
An talogue “lay” involving the use of THREE-LINE

FIGURESin the same 15X17 EXTENDED MATRIX-CASE,
attracted particular attention. This lends itself to illustration

(see Example 3), and it only remains to add that the 18-point
price figures which are combined with the six alphabets of
Gill Sans 6-point, are centred on a 6-point body so as to

t the head and foot

by shoulder-high quads, easily signalled at the keyboard.

Mlustratedsale catalogues and similar work, for which this
“lay” was particularly designed, generally call for numerous

small blocks in text, and the effect is all the better if the

copy runs round them closely to whatever irregular measure

the block demands. For this reason the same shoulder-high
quads have the extra advantage of providing a dead-accurate
solid base for half-tones, which are fixed firmly by adhesive.
At the risk of wearying our readers with this matter, we must

once more repeat that the day of the wooden bloc:mount,
with its arbitrarysquareness and fatal tendency to warp or

buckle, is over in most up-to-date printing offices; we

*Tf one-point leads are

used,theoperntbt
can “signal” the

sertion at a given point o' six of those leads wacies
lan point lead); if 14-cpcint‘ads are used he can similarly

nersig: one or multiples of those leads.

recently heard of one in which the last remaining pieces of

wood furniture were being earmarked to follow all the former

wooden block-mounting into oblivion. We need hardly say
that this office is making good use of its Super Caster.

These demonstrations continued throughout
the day, and were never without a fascinated
audience—save for the intervals in which the

Corporation entertained its guests to luncheon
and to tea.

After the Loyal Toast had been honoured at

the luncheon, Mr. W. I. Burch proposed the
health of the Young Master Printers Summer
School. He rallied Mr. L. E. Kenyon, “father”
of the School, on its failure to establish any
claim to the word “Summer” that the weather
would substantiate; but congratulated the
School nevertheless upon the “qualityof its

students—many of whom, as he knew, were

the sons of men whom he had first met in the
earliest years of the Monotype Corporation.

Mr. Kenyon, after a graceful response, called

upon two of the student visitors to propose the
health of the Corporation, and the task was

felicitously performed by Mr. G. Fitzgerald of
Messrs. Browne & Nolan of Dublin, and Mr.
J. K. B. Miles of London.

Mr. Burch cordially responded,and the
visitors once more dispersedin small groups
for the rest of their tour of inspection.

Amongst the foreign visitors were Mr. Goran

LieHegestrémofUpsala,and Mr. T. P. Brody of

Budapest, whose talented parents did so much
to make a success of the International Master
Printers’ Conference, and its adjacent Printing
Exhibition, two years ago.

The “British Summer” was still spattering
down when the visitors departed; but if ever a

party radiated its own sunshine, this one did.
Such visits are a tonic to the hosts, and send
inventors and technicians back to their tasks

with the ambition to provide still more

“wonders” in the future, fit to be shown

proudly to the Printers of the Future.



200 YEARS IN NEW STREET SQUARE

“My eldest son William is now, you know,
settled by himself, and will, I dare say, do very

well; tho’ the Printing Trade is by no means a

very profitable one. It requires great Industry,
Economy, Perseverance, and Address to make

any great Figure in it.” So, in a letter dated

June 15th, 1771, wrote William Strahan, one of

the greatest figures in English printing history.
He was 56 years old at the time, and there lay
ahead of him 14 more years of distinguished
collaboration with the literary and philosophical
giants of his day. A Parliamentary career lay
not far ahead: ‘YT remember (wrote Benjamin
Franklin to his ‘dear Straney’ in 1784) your

observing once to me, as we sat together in the

House of Commons, that no two journeymen
printers within your knowledge had met with

such success in the world as ourselves.”

Hence it was with due pride that Strahan,

continuing his letter of 1771, summarized the

nature of his work as a book and periodical
printer, as a partner with Mr. Woodfall in the

law printing business, and as manager of the

King’s Printing- ee
. . my Partner Mr. Eyre not being bred to the

Business, and being in the Country. It is true, we have

distinct Overseers “forboth these Branches, to take

Care of the Conduct of the Business within Doors. But

still the general Management, and the Accounts, of all

these Branches, falls to my Share, in which I cannot

easily receive much Assistance from any body. Add to

all this, the Multiplicity of Concerns I have in the

Property of Books (about 200 in Number) which

require, every one of them, some Attention, and a

separate and distinct Account, and a Variety of Avoca-

tions which cannot be particularly enumerated, the

Correspondencies I am unavoidably drawn into, and

engaged in, and the Share and Attention I am often

obliged to take and bestow in the Concerns of others;
I say when you consider all these Particulars, you may

naturally conclude that my Time is pretty fully en-

grossed. Indeed it is so much so, that Iam casting about

how to relieve myselffrom a Part, at least, of the Labour

I have now long sustained, but have not yet been able

to fix upon a proper Plan. Sometimes I think of selling
all my Property in Copies, and confining my whole

Attention to printing. But against this there are great

Objections, besides that the State of the Trade here is

such, that they are hardly able, after so many large
Stocks that have been lately brought to Market, to

purchase mine, and of course, the present is a very bad

time to bring it to Sale. I must wait a more favourable

Season. It is easy to manage one Branch of Business;

but nobody in my Way ever beforeextendedit so far

as I have done. My Reason was this: I quickly saw, that

if I confined myself to mere printing for Booksellers I

might be able to live, but very little more than live,

I therefore soon determined to launch out into other

Branches in Connection with my own, in which I have

happily succeeded, to the Astonishment of the rest of

the Trade here, who never dreamt of going out of the

old beaten Track. Thus I have made the Name of

Printer more respectable than ever it was before, and

taught them to emancipate themselves from the Slavery
in which the Booksellers held them. But enoughofthis.

From what I have already said, you may easily conclude,

that my Time is pretty well filled up, ata Period of Life

too when one’s Industry generally begins to flag.”

To everyone who holds the “Name of

Printer” in respect, those last sentences shine

out from the page on which they are printed.
“The old beaten Track” is still there to be

plodded by the unimaginative, and spurned by
those such as Strahan. It is still possible for a

strong personality to make, of a building full

of printing equipment and skilled craftsmen,

that mysterious living entity called “a great

printing office” (which need not be great in
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sheer size). If the reader knew nothing of the

subsequent history of this particular firm, he
could deduce from that one passage that we

have quoted that an office founded in that spirit
would be very likely indeed to survive genera-
tions of drastic changes in the industry.

The chart compiled by Mr. Ellic Howe which

accompanies this article will enable the reader
to trace the history of the firm whose imprints
after the death of Will Strahan in 1785 suc-

cessively bear the names of Andrew Strahan
his son, (Andrew) Strahan & (William) Preston

04-1815, Andrew Strahan alone, from 1816
to 1818, and Spottiswoode, with or without the
name of a partner, from 1819 to the present
day. It was in 1819 that the sons of Andrew
Strahan’s sister, Margaret Spottiswoode, suc-

ceeded to the business, maintaining at the same

time their personal connection with the King’s
Printer’s Patent. Andrew and Robert Spottis-
woode took what was then the bold step of in-

stalling steam printing, which for the remainder
of their generation was to make very little

progress in the book printing world.
The chart will, we hope, serve the purpose

of clearing up a confusion in

the minds of many laymen be-
tween the equally celebrated,
but by now wholly indepen-
dent, firms of Spottiswoode,

New Street Square and its Neighbourhood
in

1658. From W. Faithorne’s
".

Delineation of Cities of London and
Westminster”.

Ballantyne & Co. Ltd. and Eyre & Spottis-
woode Ltd. It shows that in 1855 the elder son

of Andrew Spottiswoode succeeded to what
was by that time the Queen’s Printer’s Patent
and confined himself to the firm of Eyre &

Spottiswoode, whilst his younger brother suc-

ceeded to the family business. The name of

Ballantyne, renowned in printing and pub-
lishing history, was not associated with the
latter firm until 1916. Mr. Howe’s chart takes
the reader back to that famous James Ballan-

tyne whose name, like Strahan’s, is part of our

literary history. The whole “genealogy” shows,
not simply the absorption by a vigorous firm of
others less vigorous, but rather the convergence
of old and fruitful traditions, ambitions which
outlasted the men who conceived them. Our
readers will, we know, join us in wishing the
firm of Spottiswoode, Ballantyne & Co. con-

tinued prosperity. Two of its directors, who
bear the names of Edward Chenevix Austen-

Leigh and Richard Arthur Austen-Leigh, are

honoured by all who work for the dignity and
betterment of the printing industry. They have
done their part to keep glorious “the Name of

Printer” which William Stra-
han and Benjamin Franklin

proudly chose to wear above
all the other titles and honours
bestowed upon them.

The Editorial office of The Monotype
Recorder may be discerned on this map,
on the east side of Fetter Lane at the word
“Lane”.
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A DEPENDABLE GUIDE TO CYRILLIC SETTING

COMMEMORATES THE CUTTING OF

There is shortly to be published by The Monotype Corporation
Limited a new sixteen page booklet? dealing with the setting
of matter in the alphabets which are commonly referred to as

. But, as the compiler points out, as many as twenty“Russian”

“MONOTYPE” PLANTIN LIGHT CYRILLIC 113

gaet BogMonocrs HaSupars

pucynios

Marumaa
,, Monoran‘*

M OOTWMBaT, Bce TapHUTypp! HOBeMLIUx

PYCCKHX Mm MHOCTpanHEIX wpubros KaK- To,

odprktonennmre, KyPCHRHEIC, ApeBHMe, anrsalicKHe,

erHmeTcKHe 1 NpouMx HasRaHHit

different languages to-day employ this script, and Set in Cyrillic (as
the booklet is entitled), undertakes to teach the script
painlessly to any English-speaking keyboard operator
or reader who “has been called upon at short notice to

master the alphabet forthwith”.

The author, Mr. Ian MacPherson, is first and fore-
most a practical craftsman, and in addressing fellow
craftsmen at the keyboard and reading-deskshows a

full appreciation of their point of view. But he is also

a sound scholar, whose academictraininghas evidently

grammatical or philological acquaintance with the
other Slav tongues. The reader will therefore feel him-
self in safe hands, and will all the more appreciate the
author’s ability to make his advice comprehensively
simple and truly practical.

The novelty of the method lies in the author’s quite
justifiable assumptionthat even for an English-speaking
keyboard man the Russian script is best

at
d through

the Greek alphabet. Of the thirty-five of Russian
at least ve are merely Greek ightfenedand

providedvithserifs. These bi-aiphabeustwins are

contrasted both vertically and horizontally, the latter
table being for the benefit of the chap “with the
horizontal eye’, as we are told on page four.§ Suevowels

w

tA complimentarycorywillbe sent on request to any user of

“Monotype” machin:

are summarily dealt with in the same light-hearted way

by being equated direct with the English a, e, i, 0,

Grammarians might claim the right to quarrel with
this too easy elimination of difficulties. T‘heoperator,
however, will raise no objection. He sees the script, and

in his case it is permissible that he attach his own mental

phonetic values, always providinghe thinks of each

ae
character as representing a different sound.

other nine vowels are dealt with in a short table

sehichdetaches them from the formidable column.of
signs that confronts one forbiddingly in the “‘prelims”
of the old-fashioned grammars with which compositors
usually have to content themselves. And the compositor
will always welcome guidance of the right sort.

There remain five sorts (four diagraphs and o

quadrigraph in Latin

aioeute) Snel reallyinv
to be learned as complete ge

argued that the sh-character “tatsits th

Hebrewsh-sign and is therefore not wholly unknown -
the average craftsman.

Serbian is given almost a whole page to itself, and

whoever has done work on some of our larger library
catalogues in ye country will not seriously.object to

that amount o aCe being allotted to “the most

melodious of the Slavtongues”
In the Supplementary Notes the most interesting

section is that on word division. The table of prefixes
is especially important. If the operator will re-copy it

by hand before starting any lengthy straight take, heRussian

transcription | As in English | As in Russian Meaning will be able to appreciate,better than anythingelse,
——

=

= —| how helpful its suggestions e are assured that
ya yard AK yak some of the groups of consonants as they are allowed

ea é€ | ell, eh? 200HHT ebonite to be carried over are quite correct, however unwieldy
i machine | wacrpymenr instrument such fused groups may look to us, as in these males-y bo | Oytt oy

o start turn-over lines: sél, s-ch, vz, zv, vr, rv, &e.

2y= Rhyl — es may be explainable on the groundsof the more

: vigorous utterance of the Slavonicpeoples.
yu Yule ror South
_ yes | ssbona tar

Finally, the ide igen may be allowed to con-

S | = ,

| gratulatethe compiler ae sample words selected

canyon: yb | goose for illustrative purposes. vit rprising to learn from

canon | them, for instance, that Ts like yak, instrument,
Wl (little) | cbesyy congress buoy,goose, ebonitie, ton, cat, divan, magma, lasso,

poet, telescope, hara-kiri, rice, Khedive,and “Futbol”
One of the useful tables in the booklet, “Set in Cyrillic” onfootballare both good English and goodRussian.



A TRUE “MONUMENT”

MARKS THE CENTENARY OF MESSRS. HAZELL, WATSON & VINEY, LTD.

A Century IN Print: TheStory bfHage
1839-1939.

By H. J. Keefe. Illustrated by Dennis Flanders and

others, and with numerous prints, photographs and
facsimiles. With a foreword by Ralph C. Hazell.

LONDON: Hazell, Watson & Viney, Ltd., 1939.

“When, in 1839, a certain WilliamPaulrented a

portion of 14 Kirby Street, Hatton Garden, and there

set up in business as a printer, his craft was about four
hundred years old. Caxton would have found little
that was unfamiliar in Paul’s equipment apart from
the type; he would merely have remarked upon its

meagreness: great quartos werefar beyond its capacity;
in fact, William Paul was just another ‘cock robin

printer’ added to scores then in London.

“Tiny as William Paul’s business was, both when

he started it in 1839 and when he sold it some four
years later, nevertheless, directly out of it has grown
the great firm of Hazell’s whose Centenarythis bookis

written to commemorate. In tracing the course of that

evolution, we shall be also tracing the development of
Printing,sian Jrom the era when, though venerable

as a craft, it wasbarely in its infancyas an industry.”
Tt is not oftenthat the author of any book starts off

so perfectly “on the right foot” that his first two para-

graphsdemand to be purloined by the reviewer. But

this is in every way an exceptional book, almost every

page of which offers the temptation to quote or repro-
duce an illustration. For Messrs. Hazell,Watson &

Viney, Ltd., of London and Aylesbury have been in-

spired to erect the milestone of their first centenary out

of the most appropriate materials—paper, type, ink,

andliterary and typographic cre

y

as to make the other crafts deeply envious of the

printer’s opportuniaty

new willingnessto look upon the fortunes of the

rinting trade as an important part of
ee

Few

wouldchallenge Mr. Keefe’s choice of “the out-

standing fact about London and England in 1839”,

namely‘that “‘one-half of the population could not write

even their names, and fully one-third could not read”

But how few general readers have ever been confronted

with that fact, let alone told what part the new printing,

type-settingand paper-making machines, the repeal of

“taxes on knowledge” and other factors, had to do with

turning that illiterate half of the population into

wielders of the universal franchise.

The physical appearance of the book indicates that it

is a true labour of craftsmanlylove. The designer has

avoided the temptation to be merely sumptuous, and

has rightly depended on the beauty of “Monotype”

Baskerville,of admirable paper, and of well-planned

margins,Heesplendourof the quarto. Some people
when criticizing a book’s production look immediately
at the fit of the ‘hangingchapterinitials. In this case, as

usually, that one minor point symbolizes all the other

careful minutice of good book production.
Wefeel it

CTT
to attempt any summary of so

detailed a history o escribe even a fewof the dozens
of

pisies
and alorsreproductions;for there will be few

of our readers who willnot feel impelled, either to in-

vest ‘halfa guinea in such a book, or at

se
iD see that

it comes within borrower’s reach at the e oppor-

tunity. We congratulate Messrs. Hazell,Wiae &

Viney, Ltd. (whose large battery of “Monotype”
machines began to be installed as “earlyas 1904),on

their hundredth birthday, and on the manner in which

hey have commemorated it.

———

Typography is ie handmaidof literature,
so let the first word of appreciation go to the

author, Mr. H. J. Keefe, for having realized,
d been able to indicate to the world-at-

arge, the general
‘

carefaland fully illu

printing office for the ie hundred years.
The reading public will t

appreciatethis book since thepen
of

iss Marjorie Plant’s The English Book

Trade (Allen & Unwin, 1939), andwill recog-
nize in this more specific study the same

ee
BiixeHet XThonrec, K

Glia. offLoeateLea?
IYAly Am

Asie gece)
A CONTRAST IN ORDERS. Copy for the

earliest printing order executed by the Firm

of whichknowledge survives. Thetradecanar cher&Ironer, & Get

ry a D:

tradecardwithanorder for morevothan4,000,000

[BLocK AND CAPTIONFROM “A CENTURY IN
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Facing up to the Realities of OBSOLESCENCE

By FRANK COLEBROOK

Who was the Sir Oracle fool who started the stupid saying
“It’s the bad workman who quarrels with his tools”.

Rubbish; utter rubbish. It’s the good workman who

quarrels with his tools. For he’s the man who can do justice
to himself and his material and his firm, if only “good tools”
~if only good machines—givehim a chance.

good workman may no doubt often contrive even with

indifferent tools to produce good work but it will be good
work in bad time, at bad cost. And therefore it will not in
the commercial sense be good work

Revolutionary thought regarding printing machines is
overdue. And here, please, just a short tale. Bishop to worried

clergyman: “Yes, yes; there’s evidently something wrong
with your people. We'll arrange a ‘Quiet Day’ in the parish,
to ponder it over.” “O my Lord, my Lord !! What the people
in my parish want isn’t a Quiet Day but an earthquake ! !”

There are times and conditions when earthquakes—when
revolutionary,old-system-shakingideas are needed.

cu’ve heard the saying “Nothing’s sacred to a sa .

That’s just another wise-crack due to be de-bunked. There
are many customs that ought to be sapped; and nothing that

ought to be sapped can be sacred.

”

*

WHEN OBSOLESCENCE BEGINS

Won't you accept this broad proposition—that when a new

machine comes out which does in better quality the work
r machine is doing, or gives the same quality in better

time, your machine has from that moment begun to ob-

solesce; quite apart from its physical wear and tear? And
obsolescence is always in the nature of creeping paralysis.

Why such reluctance to face up to this reality?
Well, the liking one has for familiar machines is one

explanation.
I felt quite moved when years ago I saw ina printing works

not far from the Mansion House station in London a very old

quad crown litho flat-bed to which its old minder had

lovingly and maybe tearfully pinned a memorial card bearing
the “caps”, “R.LP.” It interested me, also long years ago,
when called on to report upon the plant of a fifty-years-old
provincial daily newspaper to see that it was using a few
mechanical composers long sent into limbo by every other

newspaper office I’d ever seen. I recall too that a London

printing firm who through decades had been regarded as

“art publishers”, and had borne a name familiar through
sixty years to printers and printing buyers, and of fair repute,
in general, were visited by a friend of mine very competent
to criticize. “An absolute Noah’s Ark” he told me its machine
room was. “Its men must be wonderful,” he said, ‘to produce
even slowly the quality they somehow do, at great cost, a

cost that’s not been realized by the firm”.

ti sequels. The owners of that packed up, string-
fastened, contrivinglycobbled up, 4-crown litho,—occupying
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space in the heart of London city, where a stationary taxi may
cover an area worth a thousand or two—those owners became

bankrupt. That provincial daily was bought and swallowed

up by its rival and disappeared. The Noah’s Ark firm were

sold up, despite their sixty years’ record.
’s a pitiful reflection that these firms paid for

machines without having them.

Yes, and they paid for better workmanship than they
secured. Their patient faithful journeymen could not be or

do what it was in them to be and do, given the chance.
Let me repeat: It’s the good workman who quarrels with his

tools, for it’s the good workman who knows what, with good
tools, he could accomplish.

good

* *

There’s a kind of paradox whereby the man who takes
most pride in his machine, the man whose good ship’s
husbandry so to say, shines out at you in polished metal or

clean boards, that man is in most danger of being misled as

to whether the bright lookingmachine has begun obsolescing.
This careful man looks not only lovinglybut trustfully on

the old Queen of his heart. How could one with a bright
smiling metallic face like that really deceive him, and cost

him dearly hour by hour? Yet she may be a brazen hussy,
utterly deceiving him, through her “‘make ready’”’require-
ments—which may be called her liability—fartoo large and
her reamage product, her asset, far too small.

She really ought to figure on the other side of his balance
sheet.

INCOME TAX CONCESSIONS NOT AVAILED OF

Printers do not always seem to know how the Inspector of
Taxes will help them in the matter of machine obsolescence.

Say you paid £600 for a machine in the year 1929. Annual
deduction of 7}°% for depreciation has brought the figure
down to £267 in ten years when you decide to sell the machine
for £100. The difference between £267 and £100 could be
deducted from your next statement of profits for Income Tax
assessment. And this allowance can now be obtained even if

you do not replace the machine with another of its type. A

stipulation for new purchase was once made by the Inland

Revenue but has now been discontinued.
Some printers seem to have failed to make this avail.
And printers sometimes miss an obtainable concession

re premises; the point has a wear and tear relevance. Say you
have premises of gross annual value of £500 per annum with
net annual value of £420. In calculating profit on which you

pay taxes you are allowed to deduct from profit the £500.
You are not restricted to deducting the £420. And that’s not

all the concession. While deduction of the gross annual value

of your premises is allowed in calculation of your profits, you
are not made to pay property tax on the gross but only on the

net annual value. You have it both ways. The idea under-
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lying this is that the use of the machines knocks the place
about,

But do all printers realize these available concessions?

I remember a chat with an Income Tax inspector and how

he protested against the assumption that he and his brother

officers were essentially blood suckers. They were only too

pleased to be legitimately helpful to anyone who would

come and frankly speak to them of his puzzlements or his

difficulties.

I think P'll tell you the name of that fair-minded Income

Tax inspector. His name is Legion.

HOW TO RECKON DEPRECIATION

Here let me make a suggestion for your plant book

recording.

Don’t depreciate your machine year by year from the

diminishing value—£100 by 73% off, brought down to 92h,
and next year 74°, taken from the 924, and so on. No.

Instead of this method, whereby you never bring the cost

price down to zero, I suggest another. When put ina

new machine, say to yourself ‘“This machine will give me

work of my quality for...”

The time will vary, but I'll suppose you say, 15 years.
“For 15 years. So I'll write off one fifteenth every year. If

it is really better than it should be—like my wife—at the end

of the fifteenth year, then I’ll bring it in again into plant
accounts at a lower hourly rate. But I'll take care that at the

end of the fifteenth year the fact shall hit me fair and square
in the eye that the machine is due to be reckoned obsolete;
and proper to be put out, whatever it then looks like, and

however it may have been cared for.”

r, Vyvyan Goodman of Waterlows, and the late Dudley
Forman of Nottingham, and other practical knowledgeable
men, have advised this mode of depreciating. In my office
we came independently to the same conclusion.

SCRAPPING MADE EASY

Can it be made easier for printers to face up to obsolescence

and then to take the appropriate action? Scrapping the out-

worn. And buying the improved machine; and doing that

even if financing is a tightfit.

Germany has been trying its own shoe horn easement

policy for printers whose financing is a tight fit. Let us look

at it. The German Master Printers’ Federation about ten

years ago made an agreement with the Association of German

Printing Machine Manufacturers. Under this agreement a

printer member willing to scrap a machine built not before

1890, and used in his plant since 1928, could first secure

from a dealer, market price of its scrap, by its weight. Then

on showing that the machine had been sold not to be worked

elsewhere but to be scrapped, he would then receive a cash

allowance at least equal to the dealer’s scrap payment, from

fellow member printers organized in Federation or Alliance.

Plus—note this carefully—plusan allowance from the printing
machine manufacturers’ organization of vouchers for three

times the amount paid by the dealer for the scrap. Thus if

for a scrapped machine he got £15 froma dealer for the scrap,

he’d get another £15 from fellow member printers, and

vouchers to £45 from printing machine makers, which

vouchers he could transfer if not himself wanting to buy a
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new machine, the vouchers having a time but a reasonable

time limit.

he vouchers may on request be split into varying amounts,

down to or up to 5s. Vouchers for the purchase of new

machinery will be accepted for three years up to value of

15%, of the price quoted for the new printing machine less

any discount or allowance granted.
‘A German society for the prevention of accidents in

printing plants also gives £5 5s. in cash for every stop cylinder
scrapped under this scheme.

Where payment is by instalments the vouchers are dis-

tributed uniformly, in proportion to the separate instalments.

A similar scheme has been broached in America. Instead

of the three years of the German plan, five years has been

favoured in America as the time during which credit mem-

oranda should remain valid and the validity is for 10% of

the purchase price of new machinery. The credit voucher

can be broken up into units of £5 or more as desired.

In America the craft was plainly told by advocates of this

credit scheme that its promotors are not aiming at scrapping
of machinery of real economic value which from time to

time, from various causes, comes upon the market. They aim

only at the scrapping of out-moded uneconomical obsolete

machinery.
he promoters recognize too that the practice of trading

in, i.e. of taking as part payment some used machine, will

no doubt continue. What is proposed is not a substitution

for that practice but something supplementary to it, which

may particularly meet the case of printers having no im-

mediate need for new machines.

A STRONG DECISION

During the war, and for some time after, one of our great
British printing houses was employed by the Government to

turn out vast numbers of certain products which I will not

specify. The Government was entirely satisfied with the

work; yet decided that henceforth no commercial press

rivately owned and quite unofficial should continue this

production. It should be reserved for official or semi-official

presses. Now that firm could have obtained appreciable sums

for each of its great presses which this sudden Government

decision rendered redundant. Instead it decided not to

on the market these partly worn though still fairly efficient

machines; but to sell them back to the British makers at a

very low price on the understanding that they would be
scrapped. This was done.

WHAT'S THE “FUTURE EFFECTIVE LIFE” ?
Some printers I think would be wise to let their valuer

make a report to them on some point not ordinarily included

in trade valuations.

It would be helpful to let the valuer show when the

machine was bought, and at what price; and in another

column his opinion as to how many years’ further effective

life may be anticipated. He might even indicate, as well as

he can, the percentage of its production as compared with

the production of the newer type of machine designed for the

same work. Another column might be reserved for remarks

as to overhaul or repairs short of complete overhaul, such as

may be desirable in respective cases.
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In a column or space for remarks there might be a sugges-
tion as to the improved type of machine that might par-

ticularly suit that printer’s needs as indicated by the nature

of his business.

Data like this would assist the printer to realize what was

happening in the way of obsolescence and what that obso-
lescence was costing him. And how best any economic evil
in the Press Room could be corrected.

Mr. L. P. Rawlings long ago began urging the desirabliity
of such out of the ordinarydata. Very especiallyhe has been

urging the service to the printer of having as shrewd as

possible a forecast of the future effective life of his machines.
And of his knowing its condition, and how it compares with
others having like object. Printers are responding to these

urgings.
And what has thus been urged on this side of the water

Mr. T. S. Whitsell, unknown to us at the time, has urged

upon American printers. In the journal, The Inland Printer,
he has advised the use of what he called ‘‘Machine Equipment
Records”. These, inter alia, as kept along his plan would

present to the printer on one page information on who made
his machine, and when; its cost; its generalcondition—good,
fair or poor; what sum could apparently be got for it from a

maker; what a machinery dealer would probably pay for it
with estimated cost of repairs or overhauls; what percentage
of increased production might be expected from a new type
of machine; what saving of floor space, if any; what main-

tenance and what labour cost saving, and the particular type
of machine most suitable to replace it. Pretty much what I
have suggested above but with some additions.

WHAT ACCOUNTANTS CAN NOT DO

Some printers seem to plume themselves on leaving all
matters affecting their machine values to their accountants.

ut accountants, «when dealing in professional conference
with these matters, have repeatedly disclaimed any com-

petence to give useful opinions in this s

note, incidentally, a letter signed “Accountant” in a

financial daily in which the writer says “Accountants do not

profess to be qualified to fix either depreciation rates or the
useful life period of machinery or plant. These are matters

for those familiar with the conditions and behaviour of the

plant and with its future outlook.” (italicsmine).
“Future outlook.” The words ring a bell; they compel

thought. If your machine has to compete with one of the
same kind—designedfor the same work—which other machine
embodies improvements that mean better speed or quality
or both, what is t

””

of your machine.
And if that future outlook is black, doesn’t that mean that
the creeping paralysis of obsolescence has already set in ?

BAD PLANT DEPRESSES YOUR STAFF

“Ours is a very poor old plant—don’twe know it,” some

journeymen in a small country printing works said to me.

hey seemed sorry for their employer; they certainly were

sorry for themselves, as well they might be. I was sorry for
them. Heavens, how a new efficient machine would have

delighted those dejected men !

When in 1925 I was called to New York to give evidence
on certain printing plant values in their court of law I was

taken through the United States Government printing office
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at Washington, surely the largest printing office in the
world. I found that its then controller, Public Printer Carter,
regarded as obsolete our method of composing brass rules

among tabulated matter. He grooved lines round the co
* ”

rules electrolytically.
Philadelphia, in Curtis’s famous works, where the

Ladies’ Home Journal was being printed, I saw in 1925 that
even then interleaving was deemed to be an obsolete or

obsolescing process. I noted so long ago that they were

spraying to prevent offset and I at once called attention to it in
Great Britain. It soon became familiar practice here.

Here are some words from Mr. H. A. Porter, an American

m-

printer, who has visited and addressed us in Britain:
“Tt costs as much to operate a slow press as it does a fast

one of similar size. Check your costs.’
“Call in your managers or overseers, assure them that they

may give openly without jeopardizing their positions, their
real opinion as to their equipment. Find out for yourselves if

you are handicapping them with equipment that is not

modern.”

And to Mr. Porter’s words I would add these reflections:
No machine seems to be obsolete to an obsolete printer.

T have known of an eminent British firm of printing machine
makers being asked to overhaul for repairs a machine already
sixty years old.

Bad plate mounts are obsolete. This is not always re-

cognized. A printer will receive from a plate maker who takes

pride in his work, some plates trued up to 2/1000thof an inch,
sometimes that printer will mount these splendid,

scientificallyprepared plates upon wooden mounts that are

untrue to 30/1000th of an inch. OF course, then he says “it
is all the plate-maker’s fault that the print is bad”! !

We have known a modern guard fitted to a platen not

worth as much as the guard.

One day a “Monotype” machine started talking to me, ina

quiet “off” moment. “My operator’s a good man for his firm”,
it said, “but he’s also a bad man. And chiefly bad. You see,
I've nearly died on him. I’m old now. The 4,220 parts there
are in me have been working on each other so long that I’m
worn out. He ought to say that to his firm. A new ‘Monotype’
machine in his really clever hands would give them far more

than I possibly can. Instead, he makes the mistake ofpraising
me to his firm for somehow being coaxed into giving two-

thirds of a proper output.”
They used to say that a type composing machine, to be

successful, would have to be a machine that could think.

Obviously it does. Do we ?

And we who periodically call in the ‘vet’? for our horse~
if we have one—or our

, and who periodically let the
doctor run the rule over ourselves, do we periodically call in

the “vet” to report upon plant equipment? If we do, we may
find that what “lost that contract last month” wasn’t the

“daylight robbery” of a competitor’s unscrupulous working
below cost, but was the thief in the night of—unobserved
obsolescence.

All these considerations concern the wage worker. His

security of employment depends largely on his employers
giving satisfaction to customers and to creditors. And that

depends on the whole financial position and the financial

position depends in no small degree upon the incidence of
wear and tear and of the possible obsolescence of the plant.



PICTURE-GOERS SEE “TYPE PICTURE”

SET AND CAST ON A “MONOTYPE” MACHINE AT

MESSRS. BATTLEY BROTHERS LTD., CLAPHAM PARK

In the Autumn 1935 number of this Journal we published some

examples of the extremely ingenious type pictures for which Meesst:

Battley Bros. Ltd. of Clapham Park, have since

nationally renowned. In No.175 of the Pathé

goers now have the opportunity of seeing this f
portraiture in printing type.

“Thanks to Mr. Butlley,ofClapham,”
says the commentator, “we are able to show the latest and most

ingenious way of reproducing portraits. At the keyboard of a

‘Monotype’ composing machine, a skilled operator selects the keys
that will reproduce the tone values or light and shade) of the

As the camera man from Pathé

Pictures filmed Mr. H. G. Charman

of Battley Brothers tapping off a

typeboratanothermember of

the printing officetook this snapshot.

BELOW: TWO MOMENTS OF THE FILM by courtesy

to a casting machine, and from a matrix like this, the type is cast.

The lettersare turned out singly at about seven thousand an hour,
d they’re automatically spaced out by the controlling paper

ribbon. You'll get some idea of the work entailed when you realize

that in this kind of portrait there are as many as thirty-six thousand

separate pieces. So he ting goes on until every detail of the

portrait has been mechi allycopied:The caster has made a dash

with the dois! . . . Now for the printing. Each of these large pores
is a piece of typein the face of a machine-

patsportrait. . .
We than Pathé Pictures Ltd. for allowing us to repro.

duce two prints from the film, and Mi “BatileyBros. for the Joan
su f£ the other tw
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AN INDIAN MANUAL OF PRINTING

Not many of our readers will be able to trans-

late the text of the two facsimile pages which

accompany this article, but all will agree as to

the striking beauty of the 12-pt. “Monotype”
Devanagari Script in which they are

s

ese

pages are from an important new text book
called rafts sats (Modern Printing) by Mr.

Krishna Prasad Dar, Manager of the Allahabad

Law Journal Press, Allahabad, U.P., India. Mr.

Dar is to be congratulated, first upon having
filled the long-felt need for a manual of printing
in any of the Indian languages, and secondly
for having produced the book in a typographic
style worthy of the occasion. Like most general
manuals of the Typographic Arts, this one will

appeal first of all to the buyer of print, the

apprentice, and others who wish for a compre-
hensive summary of what happens between

the editing of the manuscript and the final im-

pression. Any more detailed “text-book of

printing” would have to come out in at least
ten fat volumes; and the “sense of the whole’,
the sense of relationship between one process
and the next, would be lost.

Mr. V. N. Limaye, who recently left for India,
after making a wide circle of acquaintances
during his studies at the London School of

Printing, has kindly drawn up for us a chapter-
by-chapter summary of this pioneer work,
which he warmly commends from practical
experience. In the early chapters on com-

position, the differences between the Calcutta

case and the Bombay case are explained, and

in the later chapters on machining, local con-

ditions and needs, etc., are taken into account

as they would not have been in any universal

text book in another language.
Mr. Limaye found few opportunities for con-

structive criticism in so inspiring and compre-

hensive a manual, but one point that he raised
is that the author has frequently used trans-

literated English words for technical terms,
when he might have taken advantage of his

pioneer position to coin equivalent terms with
the Indian roots. There is something to be said
on both sides. There are those who wish all
scientific language to be international, in order
that it may be that much easier for knowledge
to spread across frontiers; and there are others

to whom any importation seems to imply a

defeat for the native tongue. Mr. Dar, if he
feels like debating the point, might adduce the
success of the linguistic Barter System by
which the French depend on the English for

the most of their sporting terminology, and

send us in exchange dozens of invaluable and

untranslatable terms connected with the arts

of cookery, costume and diplomacy.
The nineteen chapters of Mr. Dar’s 382-page,

copiously illustrated, book deal in turn with

composition, imposition, printing machines
and their operation, colour printing, rollers,
inks (including helpful hints on the use of
metallic inks, with some handsome plates),
special forms of non-typographic printing, the

elements of estimating, costing, paper, and

finally advice on the knowledge and equipment
required to start a new printing office.

* * *

The Devanagari in which the book is set is

“Monotype” Series No. 155; the related bold
is Series 346. It was a matter of importance
that The Monotype Corporation Ltd. should

cut the finest possible Devanagari (as well as

Gujerathi, Tamil, Telugu, &c.); for by no other

mechanical means is it possible to compose as

many as 22] or 251 different characters without

shift or change-over.
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A “TWENTIETH-CENTURY” PRICE LIST

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists have been

undergoing the same kind of typographic “reform”

that has so greatly changed the appearance of the

modern Time-table and cheap Bible, but work in

the two last-named categories has had a far better

chance of revealing itself to the public at large. It is

generally by fortunate accident that the collector of

modern typography happens upon any job so

privately circulated as a commercial Price List; but

when he does find one that represents the “new sort

of thing”, he can be sure that he is looking at a

particularly characteristic product of the twentieth-

century typographic stylist—and technician.

The example we are able to adduce here can be

called “modern”, in the best sense, on several counts.

There is a functional reason for the spiral binding

(covered across the back spine by the black linen of

the cover); the descriptive matter is in that admirable

“art-paper face”, “Monotype” Plantin 110, and the

tabular matter has all that look of deliberateness and

authority which is gained by using related weights of

Gill Sans.

The necessity to use half-tones and white-line

wood engravings of different sizes and shapes has

made each page a distinct problem in typographic

“organization of elements”. Our thanks are due to

Messrs. T. Balmforth & Co. Ltd., to their Adver-

tising Manager, and to Messrs. Gee & Co. Ltd. of

London and Leicester, the printers, for enabling us

to show these accompanying illustrations.

PRICES AND SIZES VERTICAL STEAM BOILERS

[A

HANDSOME
PIECE
OF

“TABULAR”
FROM
PAGE
36

OF

THE

PRICE
LIST
REFERRED
TO

ABOVE.]

N.H.P. or No. ... oe 1 14 2 2 a a 5 6 8 9 10 12 14 16 18 20

Height ... 4’ 0” | 4° 6” | 5’ 0” | 5” 6” | 6 ON | 6 6” | 7” OY| 7 6 | 8 6” | 9 OF] 9 10” 3” a
OF| 12” 6 | 13” O° | 14’ Of

Diamecer 2 ov | 2° 0 | 2 6 | 2 er | 2 6 | 2 9 | 3 or | 3° 3” | 3 er | er | os 4° 3" 37 | 4 9” | 5 or | 5°

Oo”

5 oe Now‘andSize 1-5” 1-5” 1-7” 1-7” 27" 2-8" 2-8” 3-8” 3-8” 3-9" ty
4-9" “ay 4-10" 5-11” 6-12”

6" 6" Fig a e 8” 8” a OF = i’ tI" ig i 16”

Grate Area, sq. ft. 1.76 1.76 3.14 3.14 3.14 4.00 49 6.0 70 7.0 9.6 11.0 11.0 14.2 15.75 15.75

Heals pee a
16 19 24 28 33 Al 49 ét 79 8! 118 137 168 195 220

rati 110 Ile 200 210 225 270 340 410 460 480 600 750 800 1e60 1200 1310Mee 150 160 260 275 290 369 450 550 610 640 800 1000 1100 1400 1600 1750

Weightin
in cwts.,“approx. 7 7s I 123 13 19 23 bg 35 38 4. 52 60 a4 88 100

Shipping meas., cubic ft. 33 37 55 62 66 83 103 125 155, 165 215 260 315 405 455 490

Price Boiler, 80Ib. W.P.|£33 0 0) 36 0 0) 4400) 470 yA oO 88 0 6/1046 O}1100 G/13 0} 1600 Ojiso oO o 270
Stamen

O |262 0 0/286 900

Cerate | Cereal

0] 5200] 620

CodeWord -- | Stable | Staunch |Stabling| Stanza | Scablish| Stack

BriceBoiler,
100ib.we. £35 0 0| 3800] 4600] 4900] 5400/ 6400] 7500

Code Word 50en: nsure| Census | Cent |Centage| Cental |Centau

Priceof Mountings£11.00] 1100] 11100] 11100] 1200] 1406] 1590] 1860] 1900) 2000/21 0 0| 2200] 2500] 2700] 2900

» Lagging 11.5.0] 1150] 12100] 12100] 15 0 0| 17100] 17100] 20 0 0| 25 0 0]26100] 32100] 37100| 42100| 52 100|60 0 0j 67100

Inject 5100) 5100| 5190] 5100] 5100) 750) 756] 750] 950] 950| 950| 950] 1350] 1350/1350] 135

DuplexPump...| — — = = — — | 2800) 28 00}3000] 3000] 3000] 350 0/ 35 00| 35 0 0| 37 106|37100

Liner in uptal = — = a = as — | 300] 3100] 400] 500] st00/ 700| 800] 800| 900

SpareBars,perset 100; 100/ 150] 150] 150] 200] 2100] 3100] 4100] 4100) 500) 600] 600) 8ia0| 9100) 9100

ExtraChimney,perfe. 60} 60/ 66] 66] 66] 66| 70) 80] s8o0]/ s8o0| 86 96} 96) 100/ Ilo} 120
Packing for Shipment... | 100] 100/ 100/ 150] 150] 150] 1100] 1100) 1100] 1150] 1150] 200] 250] 2t00] 300] 350



TECHNICIANS’ CORNER
Operators and all others who are interested

in the technical possibilities of the most

versatile of composi 1g machines are invited

to contribute queries, comments and items

—at the nominal fee of 5s. for each short

contribution or query published.—xp.

Re THE UNIT CLUB

To the Editor, Tun Monotype RECORDER

ane’s suggestionSir: It was with BreatpleasureI read Mr.
7regarding the fon of a “Uni pelnbe otype” key.

board operators. /“hteady Mr. Granand.myself have cor-

responded with cach other,and he is me anxious that operators
will not form,oy ireneconclusions that this idea is one em-

bodying any

foresee realade
entagesby

mutual co-

operation
either by

meelings, whenever po: ar by.correspondence:

Really the

kesboandoper:

surgeon.operate
When a

s dealing with

ator is like a

surgeonsthe human ineckinistihea very fine and dl ateSipsnie
and the lea: slipmay prove

fateale
TheKeyboardoper: whilstgt dealingwithlife and

deat as a very detitate-nmechanism op on requiringcate perate

of craftsmanly ideals. "The
1

measurements of indi-eeeoepores:
are so fine and exacting, and the instrument

dealing with these so sensitive and
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collahortionbetweenone keyboard and another is
oing to change the

word “unit” ute much to eve:

body!s adsante
into

> keyboardis
tbeSupreme

mechanical com-
ands there mute until the air is turned on givi

o il vilal card and life. Its aahilionare so limitless thati m sure it often chuckles inwardly at some of us and says: “If

you only knew how
ree qiaicleeryou couald set that. Why,

you are going Thee wrong way with th b: how my valves ache
at the extra work entailedi

in thatticesOEtabular work. Really,
it’s enoughto take all the ‘wind’ out of my chest!”

whole-heartedly wish to give

idea.Winsae ny
wle

A “Monoty,pepost

support to Mr. Crane’s
schola:plendidi dge is gained by

trait ming and te

books
studying, yet one of the great

of learning is

me
he sclrera

pegaexer
nce

the mediumof “Unit Club” t ctical expae *t be pooled aaddined.Those of us who

techniq those just starting out

marvellous mechanical wonder, are goingthis ne

benefit tremendouslyby the ultimate results whi ich are sure o
accrue through the social intercourse of the Club”.‘Unit

simply must go forward, linking operators together and

proving
to

the
worldof print that

we are proud of our machine
achine equal to none, ando: ich,Dyreason of its

renarkable“erat,gets ur"the
the “fat” the case with all otherRoane ypecetting
siacines |

Long live MonotyPe! Long live the “Unit Club”! !

Yours faithfully,

LEONARD HACKING

42 Claremont Road,

Accrington, Lanes.

Leicester Conference
ATTRACTS ENTHUSIASTS

The second Conference of “Monotype” Keyboard and

Caster Operators recently held in Leicester repeated the

success of the pioneer Conference in Birmingham and

gave the Midland Counties M.U.A. further evidence that

their efforts in arranging this conference were fully justi-
fied. Mr. Russell Baylis, Chairman of the National Com-

mittee of Monotype Users Associations, took the chair,
and in his speech of welcome to the hundred operators
who attended, successfully struck the note of technical

curiosity and desire to “pool knowledge”
brought the company together. After referring to the

importance of “Monotype” machines to the present-day
printing industry, he gave evidence that he and the other

master printers present could claim to “feel at home” in

a gathering devoted to an exchange of information and

technicalshop talk.

vir. . Fellows opened the discussion with a brief

review ofrecent improvements in “Monotype” machines,

dealing in sufficient detail with those which are still news

lo many operators and caster attendants, such as the

Quadding and Centring Attachment and the still more

recent Combined Spacing Attachment. He also touched

on a number of technical wrinkles and auxiliary devices

which always interest the technical experts.
ter a humorousand inspiringspeechby Mr.D. R.

King,Secretary of the Midland Counties M.U.A., and an

interval for refreshment, the discussion from the floor

proceeded with evident enthusiasm. Nineteen different

technical points were raised, and a number of valuable

suggestions received. A vote of thanks to The Monotype
Corporation and Mr. Fellows was proposed by
Stonestreet of the Co- operativePrintingSociety of

eicester, seconded by M: e of Leicester and

nae by Alderman Grmelenae of the

Lei r Typographical Association and a former Lord

tessor ofLeicester

which had

The island of Cyprus has
anEnglish-languagedailypaper,

Embros, which is set in “Monottype”
display-dressed with intelligence. And on

gave due prominence to the fact that Mr. Themistocles

Bashardis,on study leave in London from the Govern-

ment Printing Office, Nicosia, had just obtained a notable

success at the Monotype School at Fetter Lane. In a four-

hour test Mr. Pashardis won his Operator’s Diploma with

a “clean proof” of copy composed at an average speed of

064 ens per hour.

25



TECHNICAL QUERIES
Q.—A job very frequently comes my way which has

to be set to a measure of 78 ems 12 units, and there

are many headings which have to be centred. As my
em scale is limited to 65 ems of set, I compose the

lines in two halves, justifying at the end of every
alternate line. It would be instructive to me and to

many other operators to haye answers to the

following questions:
1. How to centre headings that will come within

the half measure, 39 ems 6 units?

2, How to centre headings that occupy more than

the half measure, 39 ems 6 units?

3. How to centre these headings if the Quadding
and Centring Attachment has been fitted to the

Caster?

A.—In the first place if much composition over 65

ems measure comes to hand, it would be advisable

to apply the 90-em scale to the keyboard. We must,

however, deal with the questions as stated.

Question No. 1.—Halve the actual keyboard
measure, which will give 19 ems 12 units. Compose
19 ems 12 units, and reverse. Centre the heading in

the 39 ems 6 units measure, and note the required
justification. Put in another 19 ems 12 units, then

justify as previously noted.

Question No. 2.—In this case we will assume the

actual length of the heading, with “fixed” spaces
between the words, is 63 ems 9 units, thus running
into both half measures of the full line. What will

actually occur may be best understood by the

following tabulation:

Full measure one sive . 78 ems 12 units

Half measure au OO! ay
10:

ay

Estimated length oftenog 22/68)
5 20! ay

Actual length of heading . 34 G3!
yy GO! ss

Approximate quadding reguieed1s 1, 0,
At each end of complete line wan key Daas

Quadding adopted 6 ems 3 justi-
fying spaces a8 O's 12

as

Composition would be as follows:
First Harr Measure

6 ems 3 justifyingspaces .. 6 ems 12 units

Words and “fixed” spaces to ead
of measure : wits BE) cons 0)

ay

Short of measure .. we O
gp © oy

First half measure = 39 ,, 6
,,

Srconp Hatr Mrasure

Balance of words and “fixed”

spaces. . 3lems 4 units

3 qatitnerspacesandoeems .. 6
,,

Short of measure .. Ls 8

Second half of measure
= =39 x 6

Justification will be 1 em 8 units--7 units=1 em

15 units in the 6th space row.

”

Question No. 3.—In this case it is assumed the

Quadding and Centring Attachment has been

applied, and the operator wishes to know how to

centre words in a measure of 78 ems 12 units when:

1. The words will come within the half measure,

39 ems 6 units.

2. The words will occupy more than the half

measure, 39 ems 6 units.

In the first proposition the operator will know

that he must have 19 ems 12 units added to each

end of the line which he will compose. He therefore

proceeds to tap as follows:

Repeater key, 12-unit space, reverse. Two justi-
fying spaces, set the words (with “fixed” spaces
between words), two justifying spaces, note the

justification required up to the next even em. Take

half the number of ems left in the line and add 19

ems 12 units. Therefore put in 12-units of space,
and quad out the balance, using the Quadder key
once for every 5 ems, and the 18-unit quad for any
odd number of ems.

If the words run into the two lines of half

measure, proceed as follows:

Depress Repeater key, and reverse. Put in 12-unit

space, two justifying spaces, set the words (use
“fixed” spaces between words) until one letter short

of zero, and note the unit shortage; reverse. Finish

the wording, put in two justifying spaces, and one

12-unit space (to compensate for the 12-unit space
at the beginning of the line). Note the number of

units required to reach the next even em on em

scale, and add to this the shortage noted at end of

previous line. The total number of units will indicate

the justification in the fourth space row, which note.

Quad out to half the balance from the next even em

mark (using Quadder key for every five ems, and

18-unit key for any odd ems), justify and reverse.

There is no need to estimate how much space the

words will occupy, as the Repeater key auto-

matically provides for the correct number of ems

required at the beginning of the line to cause the

words to be correctly centred.



IS THIS A RECORD?

Startlepoundsofdisplay

type or 1,393 characters of
Sees406 30-pt. Titling

with three stop plates. Speed
23 revolutions per minute.

An hour’s timed non-stop

run on a “‘Monotype”Dis-

play Type Castingemachine.

Q.—When composing 12-point Rockwell, Series

371, I find that when letter-spacing around blocks

the justification is imperfect. What is the cause of

A.—On all sets over 12-set up to 24-set the addition

to the justification figures should be the equivalent
of one unit, and not of two units, as in the case

of all sets from 12-set and below. The amount to

add to the justification in your case should be the

difference between constant and 3-8, which is at

the base of the 5-unit column on the justifying
scale on all sets above 12-set, in the column next to

the constant. Possibly also the lower blade of your

mould is not opening far enough to permit of letter-

spacing on such a wide set. (See notes on limitations

of letter-spacing in the answer to the next question
below).

Q.—Can two units of set be added to the justification
of founts over 12-set for the purpose of letter-

spacing?

A.—Two-unit letter-spacing is governed by matrix

body width and mould blade sizing limits. When

casting an 18-unit character of 12-set with two units

added, making a 20-unit body, the upper mould

blade must not open so much that the matrix fails

to cover the aperture, otherwise serious splashing
will result. Matrices of 12-set have a side wall of

+025” on the mould crossblock side, and this added

to 18 units of 12-set leaves a covering margin of

only -009" over the upper mould blade, so that any

further mould blade opening would be unsafe.

Matrices of 11-point and under have a side-wall of

bo~l

035”, so that even an 18-unit character of 11-set

cannot be letter-spaced two units (-035” edewall

+-1522” 18-unit-++-0169" two units=-2041

Moulds which have been altered for combined-
spacing composition may be used with all -2” -2”

composition matrices for 2-unit letter spacing, as

the upper bladeis limited in its opening, whereas

the lower blade will open to cast type bodies up to

-350” in set width.

Q.—Having combined spacing attachments on some

of our keyboards, which are also fitted with 3-unit

minimum spacing attachments, is it possible to

compose combined spacing with spaces of 3-unit

minimum width, using the plus 4 units space
transfer wedge of set on the caster? In a recent issue

of The Monotype Recorder it stated that for com-

bined spacing the minimum justifying space must

be 4 units of set.

A.—The statement in The Monotype Recorder re-

ferred to standard composition with the minimum

four-unit space. If the keyboard is registering spaces
as three units the space transfer wedge must be

adjusted to add three units of set to any character

to which a space has to be cast.

Q.—We have the Display Type Caster, with display
moulds up to 36-point. Could we cast 42-point caps.

on our 36-point mould.

A.—This is not practical, as the drive of matrices

above 36-point is -065”, and that of 36-point and

under is -050”.



THE MONOTYPE RECORDER

Q.—When making a “‘try-out”’ line on the key-
board, in the copy to be cast with the Quadding and

Centring Attachment in use, the A, B, and C per-
forations are most likely to be included in the line.

These will operate on both the ‘‘Repeater’’ and

**Quadding”’ paper locks on the caster. If the “‘Line

Canceller”’ is brought into use to ‘‘kill’’ the line,
how will the paper ribbon become unlocked?

A.—When making “‘try-out” lines on the keyboard,
with the “Repeater” in operation, it is advisable

not to lock the paper feed, so that the line may be

composed and cast in the usual manner. If the line

is not required, and there is no “Repeater” per-

foration in the ribbon, the line can be killed by
bringing the line canceller into operation.

Q.—When “‘killing”’ a line in which a ‘‘Repeater”’
perforation has previously been inserted, we find

that as the line canceller on the caster causes no

type to be cast, the paper ribbon cannot become

released. Can this be avoided?

A.—This can be avoided by gumming up the

“Repeater” perforation, or better still by justifying
the line up to the next em on the em scale. In the

latter case the “dead” line will be cast, but the

paper ribbon will function in correct order.

Q.—Is there any method of varying the air pressure
to the keyboard? We understand the pressure
should be maintained at 14 Ib. per square inch, but

some of our operators prefer less, while others like

more air.

A.—We supply a pressure-reducing valve, known

under symbol X43KC, for fitting to the air pipe
leading to the air chamber of the keyboard. This is

very efficient and reliable if kept clean and lubri-

cated occasionally. Some operators prefer a light
touch, whilst others like to “feel’’ the keys, but we

prefer to advocate a standard strength of touch for

all keyboards, which is, as stated, 14 lb. per square
inch.

Q.—The lower-case ‘‘m”’ in one fount shows low in

alignment. What is the cause of this?

A.—There may be a thin film of metal adhering to

one side of the cone hole of matrix, or the cone hole

in this particular matrix may have worn, causing
the point of the centring pin to seat at the base of

the cone hole imstead of on the side. The point of

the centring pin may also be worn, causing it to go
too far into the cone holes generally.

Q.—Why have the red lines that were printed on the

older type of justifying scale been omitted in the

present scale? It was understood that in straight
setting the area within the red lines indicated to the

operator that normal width of spacing would be

obtained, and that outside this range the spacing
would be wide or narrow.

A.—The supposition was correct, but in practice
few operators made use of this provision. The red

lines were discarded, however, when we changed the

scale material from celluloided cardboard to metal,
to produce a more reliable article, unaffected by
changes in temperature. This change made a one-

colour printing essential. Another change since

made is in the horizontal row of unit figures at the

base of the scale. Instead of running from 0 to 71,
these figures now show ems, half ems, and units up
to 9, to bring these figures in line with the em scale

and vernier, and to save the operator from making
mental calculations in reducing ems and fractions

of ems into units. The present scale is vastly
superior to the older style. (See frontispiece.)

Lert: Paper Tower of a “Monotype” caster fitted with the new Auto-

matic Quadding and Centring Attachment.
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